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Osram - Urdox
( DRP.631867 and 639660 )

Resistors for radios

Application:
Detailed studies of Urdox resistor bodies in our laboratory have
shown that they are suitable particularly to suppress over currents that
occur shortly after turning others if the payloads are metallic resistors
with high working temperature. This inrush surge currents are
particularly very harmful if payloads are of different heating time in
serial connection, as is the case, for example, the cathode, dial light
and iron-resistors in amplifier devices the case.
The resistors protect the switching of the heating units with
different heating times, In particular, the one with the shortest heating
time, which are otherwise at risk. The different heating-up of these
switching units are due to their different resistance ratio in the cold and
hot operating condition and the very different heat capacity. The
thermally inert cathode to reach its final temperature, for example, only
some time after switching on and only then take the device to a
significant portion of the operating voltage. The resistance ratio of the
cathode by about 1:13, cold to operating temperature, thus conditions
on power over currents that specified, as in the figure below, are a
multiple of the rated current: drop this over currents your authorized
maximum value with time only slowly to the operating current . This
tent space can take up to half a minute.

Effect:
The effect of the Urdox-resistance can be very well in a series circuit
with an iron-resistance show the temporal current profile when
switching from the previous figure can be seen. The
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Inrush current is here, as is evident from the dashed curve is a multiple
of operating current. If the iron resistance preceded by a Urdoxbalancing resistance is obtained for this period of time a current profile,
as represented by the solid curve. The overflow will occur otherwise
immobile and turned back through the Urdox-balancing resistance to
negligible values, or even completely suppressed, as shown in the
illustration
on
page
2.
This
is
due
to
the
high
Resistance value that has the Urdox-compensating resistor in the cold
state and the drops after heating to a small value.
Design and control range:
Urdox-compensating resistors are either used by itself in a
tubular piston or in conjunction with an iron-resistance, wherein they
are then placed within the piston with the iron wire in series. By placing
the body Urdox the range of the iron-resistance is slightly reduced. The
current value of the iron with built-in resistors Urdox body deviates
throughout the control range by only about ± 5% of nominal value.
Such resistance for example, with a range of 110 .. 220 V and a rated
current of 180 mA at 110 volts thus has a minimum in the case of 171
mA at 220 volts and 189 mA in the maximum case. These limits are
within allowable limits for the power amplifier tubes of about ± 6%. The
resistors are chosen as possible so that its voltage stress is continuous
load in the middle of the control range. After 1000 operating hours
must be calculated with a current change of about ± 1% of the initial
continuous current flowing.
The Osram-iron with built-in Urdox body resistors (EU resistors)
and resistors were Urdox with complete success for DC devices (0.18
amps) and equipment for the universal current (0.2 amps) and be
introduced by all of Germany's leading manufacturers and a large part
of the foreign manufacturer used in amplifier devices.
Speakers with permanent magnet:
The EU and EW-resistance device for universal current (0.2
amps) are equipped with spring-applied protective coats made of sheet
iron, especially if stray magnetic fields acting on the iron wire. In
alternating-current stress that is the iron wire leads from vibrations that
can be damaging prematurely. When using the iron covers is usually
protected by resistance in the magnetic shadow. Stray magnetic fields
are to be expected especially when dynamic speakers can be used
with permanent magnet, or, if the resistance of iron is in the vicinity of
inductors and transformers with stray fields.
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